
Taxfix Celebrates a 3rd Successful Anniversary

● Up to 3,300 tax declarations per day sent to tax offices

● More than 1,5 million app downloads

● Millions of Euros in tax returns for users

Berlin, September 2nd, 2019 —Today, the tax app Taxfix celebrates its 3rd anniversary.

Since its launch, the Berlin start-up has been steadily and successfully growing with more

than 1.5 million downloads to date. Daily, the company sends up to 3,300 tax returns to the

German tax offices. In the previous year, 800 tax declarations were sent to the tax offices on

a daily basis.

“We are incredibly proud of the success that Taxfix has achieved in such a short time. Taxfix

was founded in 2016 with the aim to solve a problem that affects almost all of us. The tax

declaration process in Germany is complex and challenging. Many people dread the effort to

submit their tax declaration. We really want to change the connection users have to file their

taxes because we’re convinced that the process can be set up in an easy and user-friendly

way. Our product eases the pain of taxes for the users. The positive feedback we receive

tells us that we have hit a sweet spot. We’re looking forward to further developing Taxfix for

our users and making it even more convenient.” Mathis Büchi, CEO and Co-founder of

Taxfix

Taxfix counts more than 20,000 positive reviews in the Apple and the Google Play Store; it is

also available for desktop. Throughout the past three years, Taxfix has already reclaimed

many millions of Euros for its users.

With Taxfix, a tax declaration can be created via the smartphone app. Taxfix works differently

than other tax declaration programs by having the user answer an average of 70 (out of

3,000 possible) questions rather than filling out forms. Much of this data can easily be

transferred by scanning the users’ documents. The app will automatically recognize the

values and place them in the correct fields of the tax form, which minimizes the risk of input



errors. At the end of the process, the user will immediately receive the amount of the

expected tax refund. For the last step, Taxfix creates the tax documents and electronically

transfers them to the appropriate tax office via the official ELSTER API.

About Taxfix
Mathis Büchi and Lino Teuteberg founded Taxfix in 2016 with the aim to simplify complicated tax

systems and make tax returns accessible to everyone. Both founders have experience in building and

scaling start-up companies. Taxfix is headquartered in Berlin, Germany, with a team of more than 100

employees including accountants, lawyers, and developers. The company is backed by investors

such as Valar Ventures, Creandum, and Redalpine.
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